1 moscow in turkish to turkey 1400 GMT 13 Nov 90

2 [reception: good]

3 news: gorbachev is talking in moscow to soldiers who are people's candidates. (1.5 min) (total news 10 min)

4 1301. domestic and world news program: a) mikhail barishev commentary on anniversary of ataturk's death. (3 min); b) vitaliy gurov commentary on results of elections in georgian republic. (3.5 min); c) boris markovnikov reports from supreme soviet meetings which resumed after a short vacation. (3.5 min); d) mikhail mayorov commentary on changes taking place in soviet union and how they might affect europe in the future. (3.5 min); e) yuriy solton commentary on extent to which embargo against iraq is working. (4 min); f) unattributed commentary on reasons why israel agreed to receive un secretary general's special envoy. (2 min)

5 1302. "events in the soviet union" program: a) niyazov, first president of turkmen republic, interviewed on his remarks that he is in favor of signing the new agreement concerning the soviet republics. (3 min); b) on lack of hotel rooms in soviet union. (3 min); c) on first issue of a new soviet magazine: "we and the ufo's." (4 min)

6 moscow in turkish to turkey 1830 gmt 13 nov 90

7 [reception: fair]

8 news: gorbachev statement with soldiers who are people's candidates. (um) (total news 9 min)

9 1301. vyacheslav solovyev reports on gorbachev meeting with soldiers. (4 min)

10 1302. mikhail barishev commentary on ataturk. (rpt 1301a/1400)

11 1303. yuriy solton commentary on the embargo against iraq. (rpt 1301e/1400)

12 1304. vitaliy gurov commentary on election results in the georgian republic. (rpt 1301b/1400)
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